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Introduction 

It is widely admitted that to reach the true world of unitary represen
tations of semisimple Lie groups we had to have some impact from the 
outside of mathematics. That was "Quantum Mechanics". The quantum 
mechanics has now developed into the "Quantum Field Theory". During 
recent years there has been considerable activity in the study of the group 
theoretical approach to the quantum field theory which suggests a new 
"Theory of group representations". Unfortunately, however, we do not 
have enough mathematical structures to get an insight into the new world. 

On the other hand the quantum field theory has another origin, "The 
Classical Field Theory". The group theoretical aspect of the recent study 
of field equations shows that one should consider not merely finite but 
also infinite dimensional Lie groups and their homogeneous spaces. To 
mention only two, the theorem of Sato-Sato [17] says that the space of all 
the local solutions of the KP equations and their hierarchy is para
metrized by the closure of the infinite dimensional Grassmann manifold, 
and the Geroch conjecture which was proved affirmatively by I. Hauser 
and F. J. Ernst [8] says that the Geroch group acts transitively, up to gauge 
transformations, all the local solutions of the stationary axisymmetric 
Einstein field equations. I. Hauser and F. J. Ernst have extended their 
work to the case of N Abelian gauge fields interacting with the gravita
tional field in an astonishingly beautiful way that it contains the vacuum 
case (N=O) and the Einstein-Maxwell field equations (N=l) [10]. 

The aim of this paper is to give a more or less self-containe:i 
exposition of the mathematically beautiful work of Hauser-Ernst on the 
generalized Geroch conjecture [10] which, we believe, attracts many mathe
maticians and is promising of further developments as a new branch of 
mathematics. 

Roughly speaking the generalized Geroch conjecture asserts, that the 
SU(N + I, 1) "Kac-Moody Lie group" acts transitively on the "moduli 
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space" of local solutions of the stationary axisymmetric generalized 
Einstein-Maxwell field equations. Strictly speaking, however, the SU(N + 
1, 1) Kac-Moody Lie group does not act on the moduli space so that one 
should take a proper subgroup called the generalized Geroch group. 
From the field equations I. Hauser and F. J. Ernst derived a non-linear 
differential equation for matrix-valued functions, which we call the Hauser
Ernst equation. In this paper we shall generalize the Hauser-Ernst equa
tion to the case of Grassmann manifold valued unknown functions. We 
shall prove that the SU(N+ 1, 1) Kac-Moody Lie group acts transitively 
on the moduli space of local solutions of the generalized Hauser-Ernst 
equation. 

Attempting to clarify the group theoretical aspect of the Hauser-Ernst 
theory we shall make the direct approach in terms of "infinite dimensional 
Lie groups" and their homogeneous spaces which we suspect may prove 
to be one fruitful and interesting direction in which the theory of group 
representations may move in the near future. We shall define an "infinite 
dimensional manifold" of functions on the upper half plane with values in 
the generalized flag manifold of the complexification of the SU(N+ 1, 1) 
Kac-Moody Lie group. The Birkhoff-Witt decomposition gives us the 
canonical coordinate systems of the generalized flag manifold. We con
sider those functions the first coefficients (in the Laurent expansion with 
respect to the spectral parameter) of which satisfy the Hauser-Ernst equa
tion. The crucial point here is that this property is stable by the canonical 
action of the SU(N + 1, 1) Kac-Moody Lie group. Thus the SU(N+ 1, 1) 
Kac-Moody Lie group acts, at least as a pseudogroup of transformations, 
on the moduli space of local solutions of the Hauser-Ernst equation. The 
homogeneous Riemann-Hilbert problem corresponds in our formulation 
to the problem about the Birkhoff-Witt decomposition which has been 
settled by the first author [1]. 

We shall now give a short description of the contents of the paper. 
For the convenience of the readers with little knowledge of physics we 
begin with the definition of the Einstein-Maxwell field equations. We 
assume that the field equations are stationary axisymmetric. With this 
condition the fields depend only on two variables which we denote by x 
and y (y>O) and the fields can be put into simple forms which we adopt 
as the definition of a stationary axisymmetric field. First we calculate the 
field equations and obtain the equations (1.1)-(1.3), which are obviously 
overdetermined. Theorem 1.1 shows the compatibility of the equations 
(1.1)-(1.3) and makes it possible to eliminate the unknown function r. 
Next we express the equations (1.1)-(1.3) with the aid of closed differen
tial forms which are given by (2.1) and (2.2). Since we consider germs of 
local solutions, by the Poincare's lemma every closed differential form is 
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equivalent to an exact differential form. This fact enables us to derive 
the so called anti-self-duailty relation which is nothing but the Hauser
Ernst equation. Notice that our coordinates (x, y) correspond to (z, p) in 
[10] but out definition of the Hodge operator * corresponds to - * in [10]. 

One of the most striking feature here is that the generalized Ernst 
potentials satisfy the differential equations (2.3) which offer us an interest
ing mathematical model of the new notion of the "non-linear" differential 
equations of regular singularities along y=O, with which we would like to 
deal somewhere else. Notice that in the proof of the Helgason conjecture 
[12] the notion of the "linear" differential equation with regular singulari
ties plays an important role. It is plausible that one would be able to 
study solutions of the Hauser-Ernst equation which have singularities 
along y=O. In this paper we consider only solutions without singularities. 
As is in the linear case any solution is uniquely determined by the 
boundary value function (see Lemma 2.2). 

Now let us consider the Siegel domain of the second kind; 

This domain is isomorphic to the unit open ball in cN+i on which SU(N + 
1, 1) acts transitively. It is remarkable that the boundary value functions 
take their values in the "outside" of the Siegel domain. The most mathe
matically beautiful feature in the Hauser-Ernst theory is that the action of 
the generalized Geroch group is realized on the space of boundary value 
functions by the canonical action of SU(N+ 1, !)-valued functions on the 
boundary (substituting the spectral parameter by the boundary point). If 
the boundary value functions of the solutions of the Hauser-Ernst equation 
took their values, contrary to fact, in the Siegel domain itself the whole 
SU(N+I, 1) Kac-Moody group would have acted on the moduli space of 
the solutions of the Hauser-Ernst equation. The fact is that the boundary 
value functions of the solutions of the Hauser-Ernst equation take their 
values in the outside of the Siegel domain. To get the action of the whole 
SU(N+ 1, 1) Kac-Moody group we generalize the Hauser-Ernst equation 
to the case for generalized flag manifold valued solutions. The outside of 
the above mentioned Siegel domain in pN+ 1(C) is an affine symmetric 
space which is a homogeneous space of SU(N+ 1, 1). And except for 
the case N = 0 the coordinate system, 

does not cover the whole manifold. 
This shows that to get the transitivity it is not sufficient to consider 

the differential equations for a set of complex valued unknown functions 
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and that we should consider the differential equations for the generalized 
flag manifold valued unknown functions the boundary value functions of 
which take their values in pN+ 1(C). 

For lack of the knowledge of the authors the references in the paper 
are incomplete. We suggest the reader to consult the references of the 
relevant papers which are full of treasures for further mathematical 
structures. 

§ 0. The Einstein-Maxwell field equations 

Let g=gi 1dxi®dx 1 (i,j=O, .. ·, 3) be a space-time metric and A= 
Atdxi an abelian gauge potential with values in RN. We use the standard 
notation for the Christoffel symbols, the Ricci curvature, the scalar curva
ture and the gauge field tensor [16]. 

I'Jj =2-!gkm(oigjm +ojgim -omgij), 

Rik =omI''!tc-otI'"!:m + I''JI'fnj- I';[';I'fnk, 

R=gikRtk, 

Fij=oiAj-ojAi. 

Then the field equations are given as follows ([16] (95.5), (94.8), (90.6)): 

Rik - 2- 1g;kR = 8rcT;k, 

Tik = ( 4rr )-1(Fim t F"!/:-4 - lg ikFJm t plm), 

VkFik=O. 

Here' denotes the transpose. Since gikTtk=O, the scalar curvature R 
vanishes. 

§ 1. The stationary axisymmetric vacuum fields 

We begin with the definition of a stationary axisymmetric field. Let 
sub- or superscript p, q, r, s be O or 1 and let a, b, c be 2 or 3. If a field 
(g, A) has the following special form, we call it a stationary axisymmetric 
field: 

g=hpqdxP®dxq- ezr ds2, 

ds2 =Sabdxa®dxb, with S23 =0, IS22l=ISssl= 1, 

deth=sy2, with s= ±1, 

A=APdxP, 

where hpq, r, AP are functions of x2, x 3 which we denote by x, 

y respectively for the rest of this paper. 
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For a stationary axisymmetric field (g, A)=(h, r, A), we shall write down 
the field equations. Let aa stand for sacac. Then, RiJ• Ti1 are calculated 
as follows: 

Rap=O, Rpq=(2y)- 1e- 2rhp,ac(yhsrachrq), 

Rab= -Saba•a.r-aaab logy-Sabacrac logy 

+aarab logy+aa logy abr +4- 1Nab, 

where Nab= abhrsabhr,· 

Tap=O. 

811:Tpq=e-2r(2sccppc tpqc-hpqsccpcr 'Fc,hrs), 

811:Tab = -2Far 'Fb,hr• + Sabscc Fer t Fc,hr•. 

We identify A with a 2XN matrix[~:] and hereafter an abelian gauge 

potential is treated as a matrix valued function. Then Rpq= 811:Tpq implies: 

(1.1) d(yh- 1*dh)=2yh- 1dA*dtA+2yedA*dtAh- 1e, 

(1.2) 

We put 

where e= [ _? i] and *=the Hodge operator for ds2• 

C= y(811:T2s-4-1N2s)dx+ y(811:Tss-1/2y 2-Nss/8+ S22SssN22/8)dy, 

~ = 2- 1(S33/y2 + S22N22/4 + SssNss/4)dxdy. 

Then Rab= 811:Tab implies: 

(1.3) 

Theorem 1.1. Let (h, A) be a solution of (1.1) and (1.2). And assume 
thatdeth=sy 2(s=±l). ThendC=Oandd*C=~- Inparticular, (1.1)
(1.3) are equivalent to (1.1) -(1.2). 

Proof We notice that if (h, A) satisfies (1.1)- (1.2), then so does 
('ghg, 'gA) for any g e SL(2, R). Therefore we may assume h00 =1=-0. Set 
f=h 00 , w=h 01/f and sa=log!fl. Then we have 

h11=sy2J-1+fw2. 

In the following the subscripts x, y denote the derivatives with respect to 
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x, y respectively. By a simple calculation we get 

N22= -2(cp,,)2-2s(fw.,Jy)2, 

Now put 

N2s= -2cpxcp11+2cpxfY-2s(f/y)2w,,w 11, 

N33 = -4/y2-2(cp 11)2+4cp11/y-2s(fw 11/y)2, 

~=4- 1{2y 1dy*dcp-dcp*dcp-s(f/y)2dw*dw}. 

(f =2- 1cpx(ycp11- I)dx+ 4- 1{y(cp11)2- yS 22S3s(cp.,,)2-2cp11}dy, 

, .. = (2y)- 1sj2w,,w11dx+ ( 4y)- 1sf2{(w11)
2- S22S3s(w.,,)2}dy, ,,.=,1+, .. , 

(A= 81ry{T23dx+ T33dy}. 

Then we obtain the following formulas: 

(=(,.+CA, 

We note 

d( 1 = -2- 1ssacp,,d(y*dcp), 

d(.,= -2- 1sS 88wxd(y 1f2*dw)+(2y)- 1sS 3sffxdw*dw, 

d*C1 = 2- 1cp11d(y*dcp)-4- 1dcp*dcp-2- 1d*dcp, 

d*(.,= 2- 1 sw11d(y 1j2*dw )-4- 1s(y 1j2) 11dw*dw. 

(yh- 1*dh)00=y*dcp-sy- 1f2w*dw, 

(yh- 1*dh)1o=sr 1f2*dw. 

It follows that 

d(,.= -(2f)- 1Saa{hooxd(yh-1*dh)oo+ho1xd(yh-1*dh)10}, 

d*(" = ( 4yf)- 1{(2yho011 -h 00)d(yh- 1*dh)00+ (2yh0111 -h 01)d(yh- 1*dh)10} 

+4- 1{y- 1dy*dcp-dcp*dcp-d*dcp}. 

d(A=2S 33Apxd(yhpq*d t Aq)-S 3s(yhpq)xdAP*d t Aq, 

d*(A= -2Apyd(yhpq*d tAq)+(yhpq)ydAP*d I Aq. 

Notice that 

Making use of these formulas we finally get 
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d[.h= -(2f)-'S 33[h.,,o]00 -d(A+2S 33 tr [A.,,d1(yh-'*dA)], 

d*(,,,= (2yf)- 1[(yhy-h)o] 00-d*(A- 2 tr [Ayd1(yh-'*dA)]+ c;, 

385 

where o=d(yh-'*dh)-2yh- 1dA*dtA-2y1:;dA*dtAh- 11:;. Now the theorem 
follows from (1.1) and (1.2). 

§ 2. The Hauser-Ernst equation 

In this section we assume that ds2 =(dx) 2 +(dy)2, deth= -y 2• We 
treat hand A as germs of analytic functions at (x, y)=(0, 0). Since his a 
symmetric matrix we have yh-'=1:;y- 1h1:;. Hence (1.1) and (1.2) are equiva
lent to the following equations: 

(2.1) d(y- 1he*dA)=0, 

(2.2) d{y- 1hc*dh-2(y- 1he*dA)tA+2A*dtAey 1h}=0. 

We assume thaty 1he*dh and y- 1he*dA are analytic along y=0. If h0n(0, 0) 
=,t:O, h0i(0, 0)=0, then along y=0 we have d(h01/h00)=0 and dA,=0. 

Here we introduce a special class of solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell 
field equations. 

Definition 2.1. Let YEM denote the set of germs at (0, 0) of all local 
solutions (h, A) of the equations (2.1) and (2.2) which satisfy the following 
conditions: 

(i) h00(x, O)>O, h01(x, 0)=h 01y(x, 0)=0, 
(ii) Ai(x, 0)=A 1y(x, 0)=0. 

Remark. It follows from <let h = - y2 that h11(x, 0) = 0 for (h, A) E 

YEM· 

Following Hauser-Ernst [10], we shall define complex potentials for 
members of YEM and derive differential equations satisfied by these 
potentials. 

Let (h, A) E YEM and let # stand for y- 1he*- Then by (2.1), there 
exists a 2 X N real matrix valued function B such that dB= #dA. We set 

a=A+iB. Then #da= -ida. Hence a 1.,,(x, 0)=0, where a= [~:l So 

we can assume ai(x, 0)=0. It is easy to see that d(faeda)=0. Here t 

denotes the hermitian conjugate. Hence there exists an NX N matrix func
tion,. such that dK= taeda. Since K.,,(x, 0)=0, we can assume K(x, 0)=0. 
It follows from d(K- tK)=d(fa1:;a) that ,._ t,.= taea. By (2.2), we have a 
2X2 real matrix function t such that df=#dh-2dB 1A-2Ad 1B. It is 
clear that d(t- 1t)=#dh-t(#dh)=Y 1*d(heh)=2dx1:;. So we can assume 
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,fr-t,Jr=2xe. We set 7J=h+Re(drA:-ata)+i(,Jr+2A 1B). Then d7J= 
(l+i#)(dh-2dA 1A-2dBtB). Hence #d7)=-id7J. On the other hand 
since d(tasd7J)=0, we have 7J+ t7J=2h+2ixe-2a ta. Thus if y=O, then 
7)01 + t7J10 = 2ix, 1)10 = i ,Jr10, 7)11 = i ,fJ,11 and d7J10 = d7J11 = 0. Therefore we can 
assume 7J10(x, 0)=0. By the above argument, we can define a potential 
0=(7), a) uniquely up to a pure imaginary valued additive constant for 7Joo· 
Note that d(}=iy- 1he*d(}. Then we get 

d(}1 =md0 0+ iyJ- 1*d(}0, 

where(}=[~;], h00 =f and h01/h00=m. Set 7J=7JR+i7J1• Then clearly -id7J 

+id7JR=d7J1 =y- 1he*d7JR· Note that 

d7JR=dh-2 Re (data), 

y- 1he*d7JR=y- 1he*dh+2Re(ida ta). 

Then w-e have 

y- 1f 2*dm=(r 1he*dh)00= -id7Joo+idf-2idao tao. 

Hence 

dm = yJ- 2(fad7j00- i*df + 2i*da 0 ta 0). 

Since *d0=-iy- 1hed0, we have d*dO+y- 1dy*dO+iy- 1dhed0=0. We 
note (dhed0)0 =iyJ- 1df*d{}0-fdmd0 0• Thus, for v=(u, a 0) with U=7J00(2i, 
we obtain the following formula: 

(2.3) yd*dv+ ydy*d11-2J- 1y2(idu+ da 0 ta0)*d11=0, 

where/= -2Im u+\a 0 \2• 

Remark that the principal part of (2.3) means 

which is the typical form of the linear differential operator with regular 
singularities along Y= 0. Moreover the lower part of (2.3) is a polynomial 
of the derivatives of the unknown functions with respect to y(a/ax) and 
y(a/ay). 

Making use of these properties we can prove the following 

Lemma 2.2. Let v = J'n~o v[nJ(x)y11 be an analytic solution of (2.3) 
defined around (x, y)=(O, 0). Then v[nJ, n>O is uniquely determined by 
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11C0l. In particular 11(x, y)=11(x, -y). 

Hence we have 

Corollary 2.3. If (h, A) e YEM, then h(x, y)=h(x, -y) and A(x, y)= 
A(x, -y). Moreover if (r;, a) is the potential de.fined for (h, A), then r;(x, y) 
=r;(x, -y), a(x,y)=a(x, -y). 

Definition 2.4. Let r; be a 2 X 2 matrix function and a a 2 X N matrix 
function. We set O=(r;, a), h=(r;+ tr;)/2-ixe+a tr; and #=Y- 1he*. We 
call the following equation the Hauser-Ernst equation: 

#d0=-id0. 

Definition 2.5. Let Y HE denote the set of germs at (0, 0) of all local 
analytic solutions O=(r;, a) of the Hauser-Ernst equation which satisfy the 
following conditions: 

( i) r;0i(x, 0)=2ix, r;10(x, O)=r;11(x, 0)=0, ai(x, 0)=0, 
(ii) h00(x, 0)>0, 
(iii) O(x, y)=O(x, -y). 

Let e,, i = 0, ... , N + I be the standard basis of cN+z (column 
vectors). We set V0 =l\a;i;a;n+t Ce,. Let Q={g e GL(N+2, C); gV 0= V0}. 

We identify GL(N+2, C)/Q with the Grassmann variety. We set J = 

[ 
0 i ] -i 0 IN • Then J defines the hermitian form tvJv for v e cN+z. JI V 

denotes the restriction of J to a subspace V. For an open subset U of R, 
we denote by (!)-(U) the set of analytic functions F defined on U with 
values in tQ, Vo such that det (JIF(x))<O. We denote by (!)0 the direct 
limit of {(!J-(U); 0 e U}. 

Proposition 2.6. The mapping 

O=(r;, a)~[l 11(x, O)] ,Q 
Q 1N+2 

de.fines an injection p of Y n E into (!)0. 

(where 11=(r;00/2i, a0)) 

Proof. Let z= y2• Then the Hauser-Ernst equation implies that 
z0,,/2=-µz0, and 2z0,=µ0x, where µ=ihe. We put 

Then 
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e~n-lJ/2= -(µCOJne[n]+ ... + µrn-1]10[1]), 

µ~gJ = µtgJ = µt~J = 0 and µ~~J-:/= 0. 

Hence BtnJ is represented by eckJ, 0~k<n. Also we know 

2n0CnJ = µroJ9~nJ + ... + µCnJ9~ol, 

µ~~]=1J~f]/2i+(· · ·), 

where (···)are terms including only eCkJ (0<k<n) and BtnJ_ Hence e~nJ 
is represented by &[kl, 0s,k<n. By induction we have the proposition. 

We now give a characterization of members of Y7 HE which are as
sociated with members of Y' EM· 

Lemma 2.7. Let (1), a) E Y' HE· Assume d(faeda)=0 and take an 
analytic function K such that dtc=taeda, tc(x,0)=0. Put h=(1J+t1J)/2-
iex+a ta and A=Rea. /f 1}-t1]=2ixe+2drtc, then (h, A) E Y'EM· 

Proof We set B=lma. Then #dA=B. So Ai(x, 0)=0. We know 
h0i(x, 0)=h 10(x, 0)=h 11(x, 0)=0 and h=Re1J +a ta-dr t,r. Therefore 
dh=Red1J+da ta+daia. It follows that his a real matrix. Also #dh= 
Re (-id1])-ida ta+ida ta. Hence we have d(#dh)=2dAdtB-2dBdiA. 
It is easy to see #dh-\#dh)=2edx. So d(heh+ie)=0. Therefore we 
have deth= -y 2 • 

§ 3. The generalized Geroch conjecture 

In this section we keep the notation Q, J and @0 defined in the pre
vious section. 

For an open subset U of P 1(C)XR2, we denote by ~c(U) the set of 
GL(N+2, C)-valued analytic functions Z=Z(s, x, y) defined on U which 
are holomorphic ins. For an open neighborhood U of ( oo, 0) E P 1(C) X 
R2, we put JV(U)={Y E ~c(U); Y(oo, x, y)= l}. Let% denote the direct 
limit of {%( U); ( oo, 0) E U} and let !Y denote the direct limit of { ~c( U); 
(0, 0) E U}. For Z E ~c(U), we define aZ E ~c(U) by (aZ)(s, x, y) = 
Jt(z(s, x, y))- 1J. 

Let o(s) stand for [s 1 ]. For Ye JV, we put Z(s, x, y)=o(s)Y(s, x, y) 
N+I 

and D= y- 1dY. Here d denotes the exterior differentiation on R2• We 
shall consider the following conditions: 

(3.1) D+i*Q and Q-i*Q are meromorphically extended to P 1(C). 
They have poles possibly only ats=x+iy and x-iy. 
The orders of the poles are at most one. 
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(3.2) (aZ)-'Z and (aZ)-'dZ are polynomials of s. 

The following result is due to I. Hauser and F. J. Ernst [10]. 

Lemma 3.1. For YE JV, let Y= I+.Zn~iYnCx, y)s-n be the Laurent 

expansion. We put Y1 = [ f 1], where H is a 2 X 2 matrix. We set r; = 

-2iHe, 'J.=2Le and t.=iK. If Y satisfies (3.1) and (3.2), then (r;, a) is a 
solution of the Hauser-Ernst equation and d'J.= taedr;, dt.= taeda. 

Proof In (3.2), compute the coefficients of s- 1• 

Definition 3.2. Let .,,11-denote the set of Ye JV which satisfies (3.1), 
(3.2) and the following conditions: 

( i) Y(s, x, y)= Y(s, x, -y), 

(ii) Y(s, x, 0)= [lox/s ~~x:!s], 

(iii) o(s)Y(s, x, O)o(s-x)- 1 E (!)0. 

From Lemma 3.1 we obtain the mapping 

9: .,,11-3 Y ~(-2iHe, a) E .'/ HE· 

Making use of the mapping p defined in Proposition 2.6 we define a map
ping ~ by the following commutative diagram. 

We know that the mapping ~ is injective (cf. [l] Theorem 3.2). Let ~g 
denote the set of all germs at O e C of GL(N + 2, C)-valued holomorphic 
functions of s EC. We regard ~gas a subset of f!I. We set ~={g e ~g; 
ag=g} and Yl'={g e ~; g(s) e iQ}. If Ye JV satisfies (3.1), then Y(s, x, 
y) is defined for \s\2 >x 2+ y2 (cf. [1] Section 2). Put 

[
(s-x+r)/2s - i/2s O l 

Yo= i(s-x-r-) 1 0 , 
Q Q lN 

where r=s{(l-x/s)2+ (y/s)2}112• Then yo e .,,11-. 
Now the generalized Geroch conjecture can be stated as follows. 
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Corollary 3.4. We have a natural surjection Y HE-YEM· 

Proof We prove that 1]-t1]=2isx+2etnc. Note that tH-sHs= 
tr H for a 2 X 2 matrix H. By Lemma 3.1, it is enough to show that tr Y1 

+x=O for any Ye .,4-. From Theorem 3.3 it follows that det Y=det Y 0• 

Therefore tr Y1=tr Y~= -x. 

We define @t by exchanging the condition det (J[ (F(x)) < 0 for 
det (J\ F(x)) > 0 in the definition of @t. Similarly we define Yh, Yt;M 
and JI+. Put 

[
(s-x+r)/2s 

Y~= i(x-s+r) 
0 

i/2s O l 
1 0 . 
0 IN 

Then Y~ e JI+ and we have an analogue of Theorem 3.3 as follows. 

Theorem 3.3'. (§oY~f!Jl/f!JI= oJt+ f!ll/f!JI-.::::. Jt+ -.::::.Yh. 

For each g e (ff we put Vg=go.Al'!!Jl/f!JI. Then we have an "open" 
covering of the "infinite dimensional manifold"; 

(§o.A/'!!Jl/f!JI= ugE" vg. 

The mapping go Y !!JI/ f!JI-Y defines a local coordinate system. Let Y, 
Y' e .Al' and assume that Y satisfies (3.1) and (3.2). Suppose that go Y !!JI/ !!JI 
=g'oY'f!Jl/f!JI for some g and g' e (ff. Then it is easy to see that Y' also 
satsifies (3.1) and (3.2). Hence the property that Y satisfies (3.1) and 
(3.2) can be regarded as "invariants" of the (§-manifold. 

For each g e (ff we put Wg=goJt-f!Jl/f!JI. Then we have an "open" 
covering of the "submanifold"; 

The mapping goY!!Jl/f!JI-Y defines a local coordinate system of this sub

manifold. For a row vector z e cN+1, we set v. = [6 1:+J · Q. Then 

the mapping z- v. defines an affine coordinate system of the Grassmann 
manifold GL(N+2, C)/Q. The action of g E GL(N+2, C) on this coordi
nate system is given by the following linear fractional transformation: 

g-z:=(gooz+go1)(g10z+g11)- 1~g- V., where g= [goo g01]. 
glO gll 

We note that det (J\ V.)=2 Im z0-\z 1\2- · · · -\zN[ 2 for z=(z 0, · · ·, zN). 
Put 
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G={g e SL(N+2, C); tgJg=l}, 

M-={z E cN+1; det(J[ V.)<O}, 

M+={z E cN+1; det(J[ V.)>O}. 
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Then G is isomorphic to SU(N+ I, 1) by an inner automorphism and M+ 
is a homogeneous space of G which is called a Siegel domain of the second 
kind. We notice that M- is not stable under the action of G. But M
is a homogeneous space of tQ n G. 

Clearly, the natural map v1t--+0Jt-:?JJ/f!J is bijective. So we can 
consider [3 as a mapping o..,,lt-:?JJ/f!Jl-+(!/0. The crucial point here is that 
for Y, Y' e ..,,It- and g e (§, if goY:?JJ/f!Ji=oY':?JJ/:?JJ, then the following 
beautiful formula holds; 

[3(gi5Y:?JJ/:?JJ)(x)=g(x) · [3(i5Y:?JJ/:?JJ)(x), 

(as seen above, this action is a linear fractional transformation). Remark 
that 

It is clear now that 

[3(i5Yo:?JJ/:?JJ)=[I -i/2 0-·-0]·Q, 
0 IN+! 

[3(oY~:?JJ/f!Ji)=[I i/2 0- · ·O]·Q. 
0 ]N+I 

f3(;11'oYo:?JJ/ :?JJ) = (1)0, 

/3( (#o Y~:?JJ I :?JJ) = (l)t, 

Since p is injective it follows that <j> is surjective. Hence three mappings 
p, </> and [3 are bijective. Now Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.3' are obvious. 

We put 

(I<k~N), 

where ek (I <k~N) denotes the standard basis of CN (row vectors). Then 
it is easy to check that 

Making use of this formula, finally we obtain the following 
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Theorem 3.5. 
(1) 'ffoY 0£Jl/£Jl= U1s:ks:N+2gko.A- fJ'/fJ'. 
(2) For each k (l<k<N+2), we have 

Remark; All gko_A-g,Jg, (1:S::k<N+2) look alike through the 
coordinate system. However o_A-g,Jg, is not stable by the whole group 
<§ so that, to get the well-defined action of<§, it is essential that we should 
consider the covering of those sets. This is clearly observed by the follow
ing fact. The group action on the space of boundary value functions of 
solutions is realized by the linear fractional transformation so that the 
boundary value functions may take the value "infinity". This trouble has 
been resolved by introducing a notion of the projective space valued func
tions; the "infinity" turns out to be a certain subset of ordinary points in 
another coordinate system. 
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